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Introduction and Background

Armstrong Fluid Technology, since 1934
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Plant intelligence and the network effect 

District Cooling Re-imagined

AGENDA

What does the digitalization IoT era 

look like for District Cooling?

How does this become a game 

changer, before and after an 

experience like COVID19
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District Cooling Re-imagined

Why digitalization is of interest
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District Cooling Re-imagined

A game changer for your business model

Reduce Infrastructure

Reduce Capital

Reduce OPEX

Increase Capacity

With Transparency

Capital

OPEX

Infrastructure

ECOnomics
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What are the digital differences

It starts here, feed forward control

Feedforward control observes a demand / 

load requirement a process control signal is 

developed from a controller calculation
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What is the digital difference

No more feedback control loops, hunting, or seasonal setpoints

Setpoint driven feedback control loop P = Proportional

I = Integral

D = Derivative
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What are the digital differences

It starts here, data intensive digital modelling 

Thermal hydraulic, power, trends, 

vibration, speeds, temperatures, …

At the device level

At the sub-system level

At the system level
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Internal to intelligent devices

On premise at the system for local 

interpretations and automated response 

local

In the Cloud, providing networked system 

learning, and community benchmarking

The digital twin of the NEW REALITY 

What are the digital differences

It involves digital twins and machine learning
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Demand-based fluid flow: optimizing an equipment 

station with a digital map by specific sequences

(1,0,0) 

(1,1,0) 

(1,0,1) 

(0,1,0) 

(0,1,1) 

(0,0,1) 

(1,1,1)

Fluid Flow
Heat Energy Added or Removed
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Demand-based heat transfer: 

digitalized performance map enables the necessary energy balance for the lowest 

net energy inputs

Heat in
Reject Heat 

Fluid flow
Heat energy added or removed

Heat transfer

Heat energy transferred
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Demand-based plant: 

Digitalization of plant performance maps for demand (tons) and weather

Fluid flow
Heat energy added or removed

Performance Mapping 

of a water cooled 

chiller plant is a 26 

dimension map.

Provides accurate 

performance 

expectation at all part 

loads, and quick 

diagnostics of 

components that drift 

from design.
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Benefits from

Predicted performance

Best Performance with a compromised 

system or component

Operation for any combination of 

conditions

In place of traditional data overload 

digitalization enables transparency of 

performance issues and resolutions to 

issues in and ACTIVE manner (not 

passive)

What is delivered with the performance maps

Transparency, and an ACTIVE response
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Simple example of Digitalization, Pump Performance Maps

Flow is the demand, pump head is the regulated process variable 

1. Pump Hydraulics designed such that for each 

operating point there is a unique set of 

(Power, Speed, Flow, Head press)

2. The digitalized equipment / pump knows its 

power draw and shaft speed, so the 

performance map can advise what the flow 

and head pressure is (to an accuracy of 5%)

3. Make the device self regulating with a control 

map, as the valves open or close to adjust the 

flow, the pump can adjust speed to deliver a 

desired boost pressure foe the experienced 

flow

An Intelligent Pump Provides; Flow Data, crucial 

for heat balance calculations, heat transfer 

analytics, and performance reporting

2

3
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Flow H
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Understanding how “Control Curves” help us

Flow is the demand, pump head is the process variable 

Control map options:

A. Quadratic

B. Constant boost 

pressure

C. Constant flow

CONTROLLING HEAD 

PRESSURE WITH SPEED,

IN RESPONSE TO FLOW 

CHANGE 

PROMPTED BY VALVE 

POSITION CHANGE
C

B

A

Flow

H
e

a
d
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Family of Intelligent Devices

Optimizing Selection of the Next Unit for Staging

Knowing the power draw and the 

hydraulic power, for each operating 

point the Intelligent pump can 

determine if the pump station is 

more efficient with n+1 or n-1 

pumps, ‘you gotta know when to 

hold-em’
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Performance Mapping a District Cooling System

Available today, operating on the Edge

Machine learning technologies 

build multi-dimension control 

curves to determine the best 

operating settings for any 

demand situation 
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On the Edge, a Digital Representation can 

Optimize Performance for any given state of 

‘repair’

The models are a digital  

correlation between sub-system 

input and output for  the sub 

system load

Multi-dimensional digital performance 

maps evolve and are updated in 

conjunction with the changing 

equipment and system conditions

Chiller 

EPM

Tower 

EPM

CW Pumps 

EPM

CHW Pumps 

EPM
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Acknowledges changed equipment conditions, then recalculates

ACTIVE PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

With any update of the sub-system digital 

twin model, optimization algorithms update 

the feedforward control map to the Design 

Envelope controller to operate with

These updated control maps enable 

optimized performance at the device, 

family, sub-system and process levels

OPTI-POINT 

Cycle

Digital 

Twin

Control 

Map

OPTIMIZING 

Cycle
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Active Performance Management

Adapts and optimizes, securing performance and transparency

Through comparison to previous results,                   

OPTI-POINT identifies performance drift and 

adjusts accordingly, maintaining plant 

performance at the best efficiency and improving 

its persistence.

As equipment performance changes, the digital twin model is 

updated in real time, recalculating the operating parameters

for best efficiency, or for best capacity 

(the same way Sat NAV recalculates a new route when a change 

of direction is observed)
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The Industry reality, 

25% of efficiency gains lost in the first year

Persistence is the measure 

of how energy savings last, 

years after 

a RCx effort is complete.

ASHRAE’s formal 

recognition of the 

challenge defined as 
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Digital Twins correct for un-detectable drift

This degradation is not 

traditionally identified until after 

one heating or cooling season, too 

late

Digital twins allow us to identify 

the cause early and arrive at an 

alternate operating setting for the 

condition
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Machine Learning with Digital Twins

The self-learning process can 

identify better ways to operate the 

actual installation, than 

BIM or other methods

Leverage Digital Twins to explore 

new operating settings for given 

conditions, with machine learning 

bias offset
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Beyond just Persistence, Machine Learning delivers that ability to improve 

performance over time

Initial Savings, optimized all-

variable-speed solutions

Self-Learning Performance:

Impact of on Persistence

Self -Learning Performance:

Impact of digital twin on 

optimization

50%

25%
Of the original savings 

(25%of 50%) = 12.5 of 

traditional

Of the optimized plant 

(8% of 50%, or 4% of the 

traditional plan

Of the traditional plant 

8%
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OPTI-POINT technology

New cognitive large population learning accelerates site learning

Cognitive intelligence

From large populations of 

installations machine learning 

renders reduced cycle time for 

site by site learning cycles to 

achieve the best results, 
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Condition based maintenance, learned in the Cloud

• In parallel, digital twins enables flagging of any 

under-performing devices for service, 

maintenance or repair

• Early diagnostics allows the system to recover 

faster and return to optimal performance

• This condition-based approach to maintenance

reduces labor costs & down-time and

improves occupant comfort
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Weekly summary of efficiency relative to base case and expectations based on plant load and 

outdoor conditions

Real Time Performance expectations and remedies 

Transparency Real Time, for immediate assessment of actions
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Predictability of performance and why it is important

 We design our systems often with safety factors, 

that are never called upon

 We want our building information management 

(BIM) tools to aid in better decision making for our 

community

 We design our commissioning and 

re-commissioning programs on assumed 

calibration cycles

 Other industries have engaged digital predictive 

methods for performance , such as aircraft 

engines. The expectation is that our built 

community can also, and the carbon footprint 

impact will be meaningful

Persistence is the measure 

of how energy savings last 

years after 

a RCx effort is complete. 

ASHRAE’s formal 

recognition of the 

challenge defined as 
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Infrastructure and Capital Savings

Traditional Design;    6 x 20% (20% safety)

• 6 chillers (120%)

• 6 pumps (120%)

• 6 cooling towers (120%)

New Designs With ACTIVE PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

• 5 x 21% chillers  (105%)

• 6 x 17% pumps  (105%)

• 5 x 25% Cooling towers (125%)
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Pure digital approach Impact
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Machine Learning

Massive energy savings for 

applications, starting with 

chilled water plants

Self-Learning Performance, for 

incremental improvements

Persistence Impact on 

performance, enables 

deeper analytics for 

maintenance and capacity 

planning
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District chilled water plant challenges 

A. Maximize system delta T

B. Optimize efficiency of devices to minimize 

electrical power converted to heat, such as 

pump energy, compressor energy

C. Have responsive scheme for demand 

response of growing load, networked into the 

main plant (or multiple contributing plants)

D. Take advantage of thermal reserves to avoid 

demand charges …
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The Business Models Challenge

Does my contract define temperature or load, or both, any freedoms

A. Temperature contract point at the DCP side of 

the customer ETS

B. Temperature supply commitment on the 

tenant’s side of the ETS

C. Modulating response of non-critical customer 

zones (residence versus banquet halls, data 

halls)

D. Optimizing for delta T, and minimized flow 

power 
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Business Model

Temperature Commitments… shown at the energy transfer station

A. Temperature contract point at the DCP 

side of the customer ETS

B. Temperature supply commitment on the 

tenant’s side of the ETS

C. Modulating response of non-critical 

customer zones (residence versus banquet 

halls, data halls)

D. Optimizing for delta T, and minimized 

flow power 

A

B
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Implementation of energy transfer station optimization for variable 

customer temperature sensitivity and loading… “B”

AB
A. Temperature contract point at the DCP 

side of the customer ETS (expensive)

B. Temperature supply commitment on the 

tenant’s side of the ETS

Ability to control the flow on the customer 

side to moderate overcooling, and rapid 

variations in primary flow draw for weather 

response

Load side trade-offs with electrical rates for 

“air flow”
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Feed forward advantages
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New Business Model 

Incentives and demand charges possible through Digital Twins

AB
How we can now manage our customers, 

the good ones and the not so good.

Especially those that do not provide upkeep 

and lead to low delta T.  

From the digital model we know the net 

system impact on power and cost.

Now well performing customer can earn an 

incentive and poor performing get billed a 

demand charge.  And you can tell them in 

advance
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Solutions that help in time like COVID 19

• Mobile and Cloud Transparency easily accessible in real time, 

from anywhere

• Active performance management to maintain best 

performance until operator can access the site

• Accurate indications of capacity and equipment condition 

without regular visits to site

• Diagnostics for condition based maintenance, so people are 

dispatched only when really needed, not routine schedules

• In a period of lower customer demand, meaning less revenue, 

the higher efficiency will keep the DC provider financially 

solvent

Feed forward 

control

Digital twins

Machine learning 

optimization

Cloud based 

learning

Condition based 

maintenance
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Plant intelligence and the network effect, District Cooling Re-imagined

A game changer for your business model

Reduce Infrastructure

Reduce Capital

Reduce OPEX

Increase Capacity

With Transparency

Capital

OPEX

Infrastructure

ECOnomics


